


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 









 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 





 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



D.O.E.S. REVEALS 

Lina Stergiou 

ATHENS D.O.E.S. competition organized hy the Hellenic Culture 

Organization S.A. in the context of the Cultural Olympiad 2001 -

200~, indicates a n11Ttnl politicaJ speculation on the city. The 

profound lack of investment, research ;md criticism on the built. 

cn\'ironment for nu less than four decade.~ had as a cause and al the

same time as ;i side dkct an identiLv crisis Lhat rigorously atfencd 

the individual, a kind of ·'collec1in.· 11eurn~is'' rooted in lhe long 

lasting hostile bul also ambiYalent feding lowards an envimnment 

the individual conld not jmtify and even more be identilierl with. The 

negative engagement with the city and aspiration to. meraphnrirnlly. 

wipe it. out with one stroke and replace it with tlw desired object. 

namely the intense polit.iral desire to eradicate from thC' capital its 

dvsfu11ctiomJ charaCLe.r. rendered ineffective i11 the past as un -

plam 1ed extensions of the city, illegal forest 1.ra11sgrcssions for nell' 

outsL.irt :;ettlcmC'nls, calling off ti 1e realization of the in frastrncture 

network, traflic congestion. pollllliun, and transgrE>ssio ns of even 

small range regulations continued to rise. This obliteration of 

disonh:r in fact implied the idea of" the pbnncd, regulated. trans

parent urban nbjc-cl . a western model of translating policy into 

physical form that asserts control and a\ the same time manifests the 

existence of a central source of decisions. l lowe,•er, any act was 

suspended :ind secured the sway of the g1orious pa,r anfi snnsequem 

inferiority of co n temporarv culture as a 11t"ccssarv component ol the 

antiquity lustful political and cult11r;_i) r11oclcl used both within and 

outside Greece. The rletect.ion of a recent se\'ere interest in the city 

l1 ncovt•rs a possible hegi n n i ng of a me ncls. I I is noticca ble that al ung 

with the question of identity of the city that this competition ad

dresses, an investment on urban prcijects that belong to the logic nf 

big scale infrastructure inlerYentions which reinstate the city's effi

cie11cv is being proceeded. 11 seems like old desires and new hopes 

cuinciclc in time r.n create parallel options or cityscape fictions 11·here 

tension betwt·en pasl and prcscnl is rele,1sed . 

D.O.LS. n;rnpe:-tition aspires to tackle ,mew the- issue of Athens 

and create 11a1Tal.in:s hv focusing on reality . recognizing· the inher

ent chan1cieristics uC' the city and !ind a norm to construn identity. 

The notion of cphcm~ralitv and parasitism as mc1in axe~ of .\Thens-



1. from the 470 

submitted entries the 

461 entered the 

acljudication process. 

The rest were 

eliminated by the j ury 

for not conforming 

to the competition 

regulations. (See the 

Jury Report in 

volume 4,}UDf!Y!Tll!TU. ) 
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scape interpretation puts on the table the parameter of time and 

endeavors to conceptualize the always-in-process, mutable and 

frenzied character of the city. By strengthening this side of reality 

and even more forcing it to become a new model -decent, uncon

taminated, clearly defined- even if this prescribes the opposite 

-chaos, disfiguration- good and moral character is automatically 

encapsulated and offers a true love object choice to Athenians, a 

positive mirror reflection to individual and collective identity. 

Good and moral offers the ideal model of identification; boLh 

rest upon the provision of certainties. Institutionalizing spontaneity 

and conflict is about legalizing the illegal, setting rules for the 

unplanned, and framing the hidden . Time becomes preplanned 

and frozen, impulsive acts become official, chaos is regulated, and 

conflicts become recognized. All these provide closed and secure 

systems, norms yet of a quite complex nature. Naming the character 

of the city, even if this includes a paradox between canon and contenl, 

regulates discontent and offers a spatial agenda to address the Greek 

cultural cul-de-sac. 

ATHENS D.O.E.S. may act more than a competition; it may point 

towards the creation of a plot as a political and cnltural tool for 

setthng individual and collective identity issues through indirectly 

legitimizing the present context and Athenian operational mode. 

Under speculation is to which extend can this scheme lead to a 

potential urban transformation. If architecture plays a significant 

role in cityscape's identity, to which extend can the notions of 

ephemerality and parasitism create special architectural tales, which 

in fact plan acts and prearrange order. Under consideration is also 

how different partakers representing various cultures interpret the 

socio-spatial culture of Athens, how similarly or distinctly they reflect 

space and conduct behaviors. These as well as many other issues can 

be explored through the pages of this book. 

Revelatum is the third volume in the series of four of ATHENS O.0.E.S. 

competition . Unlike the first two that included theoretical and 

henneneutical texts, the present tome reveals the actual projects, the 

response of the participants to the diversity of thematics and given 

concepts. Four hundred and sixty one entries1 articulated structures 

for the city of Athens to travel to other cities as well. Architects of 

different countries and cultures perceived and responded to the 

Athenian topo-scape and proposed scenarios of social performance 

and interactions through their territorial strategies. 

Revelation does not aim to lead to interpretations or draw con

clusions. This would limit the variety of readings one may compose. 

It rather creates a neutral platform for opening questions by equally 
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presenting all projects. Instead of categorizing the proposals according 

to their conceptual approach, formal identification , declared country 

or other it presents them according to a code in an ascended row . 

This starts with P for professional category and S for student catcgury, 

continues with the number of category the proposal belongs (fi·11111 

one to six), and ends with a three-digit number. The volume is di , idl.'., I 
into six chapters that present the equivalent competition catcgnrit· , . 

each one introducing firstly the professional and secondly Lhe ,tuc.k11 1 

projects. Prizes and mentions are acknowledged but do nol allcr Llw 

logic of presentation . 
.A5 the "interconnection of the practical and the theoretical" was 

the distinct feature of this competition, illuminating the concept11;il 

approach of the structures was regarded as important for their 

complete comprehension as also for other fictions to be generated. 

As the whole Lext of the description of entry was impossible to hl' 

included due to its length, sometimes-vague articulation, and othn 

times incomprehensibility due to language obstacles, its synopsis or 

a selection of extracts from it was decided according to the pecu

liarities of each case. A wide range of concepts and attitudes has 

been detected, between which ephemerality and parasitism were for 

mosl the main referential point. Since these notions are the very nature 

of the given design task itself, simple references to them were omitted 

so as to let other basic concepts to come into the foreground; only 

penetrating elaborations were decided to be included. The concept(s). 

the description of the proposal and of its technical operation (for the 

professional category) are highlighted. In addition to the text sele

cted images from the participant.-;' panels elucida~e the main aspects 
of the projects. 

The presentation of the projects is impossible not to come across 

a degree of suhjectivity. Selection of texts and images cannot avoid 

being filtered through the eyes of a personal understanding, which 
is nevertheless to a certain extent objectified through the general set 

of rules descrihed above. 

Hopefully reading answers one next to the other to the posed task 
for the city of Athens will create a platform of open deliberations, 

extend our understanding of operating in an ever fluctuating, mu

t.able, and a-hierarchical environment and assist us be acquainted 

with time-hased territorial strategies. 







 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 









 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 












